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Find balance and harmony by tapping into your feminine energies 
Writer Danielle Parla

Ancient Greco-Roman, Celtic and 
African civilisations all celebrated 
and worshipped goddesses, such 

as Athena, Brigid and Isis. However 
we have only recently witnessed a re-
awakening to the wisdom of the divine 
feminine as women throughout the 
world quest for balance in their lives, 
relationships and society as a whole. 
When we speak of goddesses you may 
think of them as abstractions or myths 
from an era past, rather than tangible 
and available energies that are within us 

and animated in the world around us. 
Goddesses illuminate the sacred power of 
the feminine, and we are just beginning to 
remember the wholeness that is within us 
and find new ways to bring light, healing 
and connection to this new age of being.  

With her ability to participate in the 
greatest mystery of creation – birthing a 
soul into life – it is perhaps no surprise 
that the feminine represents the creative 
force in the universe. As with many oral 
traditions, the wisdom of the feminine has 
been significantly lost in many parts of the 

world, but now after thousands of years of 
dominating masculine energy, her energy is 
re-emerging. To celebrate the feminine is not 
to deny the divine masculine, but rather to 
bring the pendulum back to centre so that 
we can nurture divinity and harmony within 
us all. In the words of bestselling author 
Caroline Muir who shares her life work 
in her memoir Tantric Goddess, “cultural 
myths teach us how to be men and women”, 
while “divine wisdom teaches us how to 
weave the masculine into the feminine and 
the feminine into the masculine”.

The

Goddess 
wiThin



“The path of the 
Goddess really is 
the path of love, 

wisdom and power” 
~ Sally Kempton
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is within each one of us and is manifested 
throughout the entire universe. In contrast, 
the divine masculine is personified as Shiva 
– the primordial cosmic energy representing 
consciousness. As the dynamic feminine 
aspect of divinity, Shakti is the agent of 
creation and change and so when we 
invite a particular goddess into our life, we 
are able to call forth the related energies 
they embody. On a practical level this may 
seem a bit remote, however practices such 
as yoga and tantra provide a door to learn 
about the goddesses and how to work with 
them to bring deep fulfilment and support 
change in your life. 

Alice Bracegirdle is the creator of 
Bellyfit – a holistic fitness system designed 
for women. The Bellyfit philosophy is 
based on the belief that in order to restore 
the balance between the masculine and 
feminine energies within us and society as 
a whole, the conversation must come back 
to the body – the place where goddess 
consciousness resides. Bracegirdle has not 
only created this conscious approach to 
fitness to bring greater health to women but 
she also wishes to awaken four essential 
feminine qualities: receptivity, vulnerability, 
intuition and collaboration.

Bellyfit is unique in the fitness world for 

worship of divine 
feminine better than 
that of the Hindu faith. 
Today, as they have 
been for thousands of 
years, a pantheon of 
Hindu goddesses are 
worshipped for their 
particular energy or 

way of being in yoga classes, homes, temples 
and sacred sites all over the world. Sally 
Kempton is an authority on the goddess who 
has practised, studied and taught spiritual 
philosophy for more than 40 years. In her 
Wisdom Goddess Empowerment course on 
The Shift Network, she animates the path of 
the divine feminine and the “distinct and 
personal energy vortexes” of the goddesses 
so that they become truly relevant and alive. 
While some goddesses are protective, others 
like the goddess Kali embody the energies 
of empowerment and liberation – and still 
others, like Lakshmi, embody beauty and 
peace. 

Central to the goddess is the divine 
feminine creative power personified as 
Shakti – the primordial cosmic life force that 

Women’s spiritual 
a u t h o r i t y  a n d 
acceptance of their 
body have suffered 
alongside traditional 
visions of spirituality 
– traditions that have 
long been taught from 
the perspective of male 
teachers. However, the work of the goddess 
is now growing under the thoughtful 
instruction of incredible women teachers 
around the world, and if you are anything 
like me, you feel deep nourishment from 
practices that awaken and commune with 
the creative, compassionate and powerful 
energy of the feminine. Healer and writer 
Clare Blanchflower reminds us that the 
goddess is the divine mother and women 
are responding to her call to return to truth, 
intimacy and connection with source in 
order to rest in the knowing of wholeness 
again. She adds, “We are more than the 
small separate self we believe ourselves 
to be,” and “with this realisation there is a 
release into freedom, love and peace.”

Perhaps no tradition animates the 

THIS PAGE: Meditation can help you focus on your feminine energies. OPPOSITE PAGE: Kundalini Dance 
combines guided meditations and a tantric alchemical ecstatic dance practice to put you in touch with the 
goddess within you; Bellyfit is a holistic fitness system designed for women
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Wisdom Goddess Empowerment, 
Sally Kempton 
www.sallykempton.com

Divine Feminine Awakening, 
Caroline Muir 
www.divine-feminine.com

Bellyfit, Alice Bracegirdle 
www.bellyfit.com

Kundalini Dance, Leyolah Antara 
www.kundalinidance.com

Awakening Wholeness, Clare 
Blanchflower 
www.clareblanchflower.com
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several reasons: the classes are exclusive to 
women and this offers women the freedom 
to move completely unhindered; the 
routines are inspired by the empowered and 
beautiful world traditions of belly dance, 
Bollywood and African dance in order 
to awaken the feminine in the body and 
specifically the pelvis; the conscious and 
fluid routines are inspired by cycles in the 
seasons and themes to awaken and reclaim 
the feminine through our bodies and the 
parts we tend to dislike – the hips, thighs, 
breasts and belly; and the class closes with 
strength-building Pilates, yoga-inspired 
stretches and mudra meditation. Glowing 
after the soul-shining class, Bracegirdle 
couldn’t be more right when she says 
“Bellyfit is a spiritual revolution disguised as 
a fitness class because movement liberates 

and celebrates the temple and allows us to 
release and reclaim our divine feminine”.

Consider the many ways that you can 
create space in your day to invite the 
goddess into your life and animate her 
energy within and around you. Connect 
to the goddess through the simple action 
of mindful breathing by sitting quietly and 
feeling the delicate movement of your 
breath as it enters your nostrils and expands 
within you filling you with ease, love and 
lightness. Honour the goddess (you) through 
silence, walking in nature, meditating, 
reading poetry, singing mantra, praying, 
carving time in your day for self-care, and 
creating an altar with images of the goddess, 
candles, flowers, offerings and items that 
evoke sensitivity and beauty. 

With such practices it is not unusual to 

come into contact with our shadow self. The 
emotions that we associate with our shadow 
are ones that we learn are ‘bad’ early in our 
lives. The dissonance between what we feel 
and what is considered acceptable can be 
frightening, however if we refuse to honour 
our shadow emotions, we run the risk of 
creating great physical and psychological 
dis-ease. In particular, women hold a lot 
of self-judgment towards their bodies for 
many reasons, including unrealistic societal 
views and abuse – both of which are an 
assault against the divine feminine. The 
wounds that women carry only hinder their 
connection to divinity – the goddess within. 
Invite the goddess to guide and support you 
as you open to living a life characterised by 
authenticity and truth. 

Leyolah Antara, founder of Kundalini 
Dance, has worked with women all over 
the world for more than 22 years to help 
them cultivate their sexual creative energy 
for personal awakening and reconnection 
with their own unique expression of 
feminine power. Using the map of the 
chakra system, Antara combines guided 
meditations with a tantric alchemical 
ecstatic dance practice in order to align, 
awaken and embody the Kundalini Shakti 
within the body and soul. According to 
Antara, the juicy and fulfilling process of 
Kundalini Dance invites the dancer “to open 
to direct ecstatic spiritual experiences that 
bring wisdom and help them create a more 
sensual relationship with their body as well 

as experience their sexuality as a sacred 
energy that transforms consciousness”. 
The powerful and transformative process 
of Kundalini Dance will take you to your 
edge – the place where growth happens – 
and invite you to dissolve separation and 
fear-based consciousness and establish 
deeper connection and authenticity as your 
heart opens. 

Regardless of your spiritual or religious 
background, there are many beautiful 
teachers and practices that can assist you 
on your path to honour the divine feminine 
within you and the world. Invite in the 
wisdom of the goddess and fall in love with 
your life as you recognise your divine beauty 
and wholeness.

Well-Being
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THIS PAGE: A Bellyfit class normally closes with Pilates, yoga-inspired stretches and mudra meditation. 
OPPOSITE PAGE: Take time to consider the ways that you can create space in your day to invite the goddess into 
your life and animate her energy within and around you; Kundalini Dance is a transformative process


